A Study of Novel Congestion control with load balancing using AOMDV routing in MANET
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Abstract— In the MANET (mobile ad-hoc network) important challenge in congestion control mechanism because how the sender know about network congestion and adjust the rate, so our objective is to work in the challenging field of congestion control for minimization waiting time as well as dropping of data packet and we design an congestion control with load balancing using multipath routing mechanism in mobile ad-hoc network, so that we eliminate congestion as well as we can minimize routing overhead of the network and also increase the packet delivery ratio of the network. For that purpose we will propose Congestion control with load balancing using AOMDV routing in MANET. Our protocol will ensure that there will be no dropping of packets in the network through the congestion and hence ensure that there will be successful data transfer with lowest overhead required.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of temporary nodes that are capability, improving the performance of Transmission capable of forming dynamic temporary network, self and challenges in designing a MANET network. Because dynamic organize, and infrastructure less with nodes contains routing Control Protocol (TCP) associated with the presence of multi-hop MANET is one of the research challenges in wireless mesh networks. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) very attractive for time-critical applications. There are a lot of issues topology structure and node change every second on its position, one of the measure challenges in congestion, in MANET if sender node want to send data into the some specific receiver so very first broadcast routing packet onto the network and get destination through the shortest path (if we apply AODV) or minimum intermediate hop (if we use DSR) after getting path sender sends actual data through uni-path link but at the same time more than one sender share common link so congestion occur onto the network that is measure issue for MANET. So various researcher works in that field for minimizing of congestion from network.

II. RELATED WORK

In this Section presenting survey about existing work done in the field of MANET routing protocol, congestion control and load balancing mechanism.

Makoto Ikeda, Elis Kulla et. al. “Congestion Control for Multi-flow Traffic in Wireless Mobile Ad-hoc Networks” [4] In this paper, we focus on congestion control for multi-flow traffic in wireless mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) using OLSR routing. This approach done through OLSR routing we also apply multi flow in AODV routing approach.

M. Ali, B. G Stewart et. al. In his work titled “Multipath Routing Backbones for Load Balancing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks” [5] This paper presents a new approach based on multipath routing backbones for enhanced load balancing in MANETs. Nodes in MANETs really differ with each other in terms of communication and processing capabilities. In the future move towards, numerous routing backbones are identified from source to destination using intermediate nodes that have better communication and processing capabilities to take part in the mobile routing backbones and efficiently participate in the routing process. This work use multipath technique but not execute multipath simultaneously that case use alternative base load balancing technique.

S.Karunakaran et al [5] proposed a “cluster based congestion control (CBCC) protocol that consists of scalable and distributed cluster-based mechanisms for supporting congestion control in ad hoc networks”. The clusters independently and proactively monitor congestion within its localized scope. The present approach improves the responsiveness of the system when compared to end-to-end techniques. After estimating the traffic rate the length of a path, the sending rate of the starting place nodes is adjusted accordingly. Thus this protocol look forward the injection of dynamic flows in the network and proactively adjusts the rate while waiting for congestion feedback.

S.Venkatasubramanian et al [6] proposed “QoS architecture for Bandwidth Management and Rate Control in MANET”. The expectations QoS architecture contains an adaptive bandwidth management technique which measures the available bandwidth at each node in real-time and it is then propagated on demand by the QoS routing protocol. The starting place nodes execute call admission control for different priority of flows based on the bandwidth information provided by the QoS routing protocol. A rate control mechanism is used to regulate best-effort traffic, whenever network congestion is detected.

Yuanyuan ZOU, Yang TAO at el [6] proposed a “A Method of Selecting Path Based on Neighbor Stability in Ad Hoc Network” in this paper we studies about routing
algorithm based on the stability in mobile Ad-Hoc network and presents a routing mechanism based on neighbor stability. They put the mechanism in multicast routing protocol MAODV [4] and propose a improved routing algorithm NBS-MAODV which is based on MAODV algorithm. NBS-MAODV algorithm sends data according to the neighbor stability metric in the path building process. It can reduce the times of link crack caused by network mobility and increase the total overhead of network.

Ashish Bagwari et al [7] proposed “Performance of AODV Routing Protocol with increasing the MANET Nodes and its effects on QoS of Mobile ad hoc Networks” In this paper they are analyzing the performance of reactive routing protocol via enhancing number of nodes and observe how it effects to QoS of existing mobile Ad-hoc network. Here Mobile ad-hoc network are dividing into clusters. Each cluster has MANET node with CHG. Beginning one cluster to another cluster or inside the cluster we applied reactive routing protocols specifically AODV to evaluate AODV protocol behavior and performance and check what kind of effect made by particular protocol on QoS.

Finally, they concluded results that confirm AODV giving better performs under such types of situation, providing better QoS based on high-quality throughput and acceptable End-End Delay, less data drops. One of the notable features of this AODV protocol scheme is that, it reduces our network load which can be responsible for congestion at the time of announcement. Consequently it can be used to extend the network coverage.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In this part we tend to focus our analysis proposal consistent with totally different module like congestion control, load aware and load balance. Simulate the behavior of network and analyze outcome results, through the result we tend to additionally check achievability of the system.

MANET (Mobile Ad-Hoc Network) are follow the rule of dynamic, meaning uncertainty of the network topology, therefore each separate time period node modified established routing path from one to a different and will increase the routing overhead still as drop information packet, that time pleased to seek out the rationale of data packets drop, that’s following like drop through collision, route error, time out, route not exist, duplicate information packet, finish of simulation time and many more other reasons. Each one purpose is to degraded the performance of the network and generate retransmission condition and bring the validation for congestion prevalence and maximize delay, therefore our focus in initial module of congestion control technique. Here we tend to deploy design of congestion control technique still as AOMDV theme for load equalization and increase the performance of the network.

A. Load aware:

For load aware we tend to generate check traffic and so check total data packets transmission, receiving and forwarding of every node and calculate of load of every node for this purpose we tend to use following mathematical formula.

If total variety of node = N;
Total transmitted packet via N together with (routing packet) = Tx-total
Total receiving packet via N including (routing packet) = Rx-total
Total drop packet via N including (routing packet) = Dx-total

Load of ith node = \( \frac{(Tx+Rx+Dx(\text{via ith node})}{(Tx-total+Rx-total+Dx-total)}\) × 1 \(\ldots(1)\)

1) Bandwidth Estimation for Congestion control

In our proposed work we tend to use acknowledgement time intervals to estimation on the advertise bandwidth information for congestion control. This on the obtainable data packets information measure estimation helps to avoid congestion within the network. In consideration of effusive congested situation over intermediate path node, the delay of acknowledgments receiving per estimated time period at the sender node can be pretentious to the fair share of bandwidth. In a fully congested situation, fair share of data cannot be higher than achieved throughput then it is affect the performance in case of congestion. In case congestion over intermediate path nodes, the delay of acknowledgments reception per calculable fundamental quantity at the sender node may be affected to the fair proportion of data information measure. During a congestion state, fair proportion cannot be more than achieved output because it can have an effect on different flows, except for partial congestion or no congestion, the fair proportion is definitely more than the achieved output, means that if we tend to transmit information packet in ideal case (without congestion) means that traditional information delivery to the destination, however if any intermediate path node use by the any other sender node at a similar time on a similar route owing to increase data packet causation load on intermediate path node as a result of initial node already causation data packet on same intermediate path node therefore initial sender information delivery delay are will increase and additionally if each sender send’s information larger than the on the market information measure therefore secure that information has been born and acknowledgement of causation packet are delay owing to congestion on intermediate path node, to avoid this example we tend to used data packets measure estimation technique to get available data measure of intermediate nodes of established path. If the delay of received acknowledgment of the causation packet at the sender node is will increase, then in
our approach we tend to calculate delay distinction between previous acknowledgment and current acknowledgment send by the destination node, we tend to assume Δt is delay distinction of 2 acknowledgement. So, we will calculate Δt as follows.

\[ Δt = (ack_n - ack_{n-1}) \] ……(2)

This delay difference of acknowledgement used to estimate available bandwidth information of intermediate paths node for modified the old data rate and allot new data sending rate according to the existing bandwidth of the intermediate path node to avoid congestion in the network. At the start of when we produce connection and decide sender node and destination node we considered d is information packet, t1 is time taken to information packet causation from sender node to destination node through intermediate path node and t2 is time taken to acknowledgement to sender node from destination node through intermediate path node and that we assume UBDSR is good case basic information causation rate. Therefore we will calculate UBDSR in rate from following equation (3).

\[ U_{UBDSR} = d/(t1 + t2) \] ……(3)

When acknowledgments of causation packets are delayed caused by congestion over significant loaded route, then in our theme we tend to estimate accessible information measure from delay distinction between 2 received acknowledgements. We tend to calculate it by subtracting delayed current acknowledgement time from previous acknowledgement time. If increase and reduce distinction between these 2 acknowledgements we tend to needed set new rate to avoid congestion over significant loaded route within the network. from following equation (4)

\[ N_{Threshold} = \text{int} \left( \frac{U_{UBDSR} \times (W/\Delta t)}{W/\Delta t} \right) \] ……(4)

Where W is window size. with equation (3) the new information causation rate for next packets are modified consistent with that equation, and if the acknowledgment delay time increase then the N_{Threshold} worth are decreases therefore the packets are sent in network through the on the available information measure thus congestion won’t occur within the path and each time this calculation unconsciously change the data causation rate that technique additionally known as dynamic window base congestion control technique.

3. AOMDV module for Multipath information transmission

Ad-hoc on demand multipath distance vector is AN extension to the AODV protocol for computing multiple loop-free and link-disjoint methods, to confirm loop-freedom the node solely accepts AN alternate path to the destination if it’s a lower hop count then the advertised hop count for that destination. The planned reconciling load-balancing approach is applied in route request procedure, once a source node needs to speak with a destination node and has no accessible routing data concerning the destination, it’ll initiate a route request procedure to seek out a route by broadcasting a RREQ message. However not each immediate node that receives the message, can answer the RREQ. Before broadcasting the RREQ once more, the intermediate node itself initial makes a choice if it’s qualified. If its interface queue occupancy is below the edge worth, the node is qualified and ready to broadcast it. The queue occupancy mean the amount of packets waiting to be transmitted in interface queue, if the node’s queue occupancy is over the threshold worth, it isn’t qualified and can drop the RREQ.

Both on top of module give congestion free still as load balance approach to the network and will increase the performance of the network.

In information assortment module give the data concerning internal, intermediate and outer structure of simulation structure through this theme we tend to collect information and analyze them. All the inner module coded through C++ (object orientating approach) and outer module coded through TCL (tool search language base) each ar interlinked via object file that generated once compilation of internal C++ file and every one ar jointly known as OTCL (object tool command language). For analysis purpose we tend to use AWK (abstract window tool kit) and generate end in the shape of diagrammatically approach.

IV. Sampling Design

In sampling design we deploy sample outcomes result like network animated graph that provide structure of network and then result parameter like throughput, packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, end-to-end delay etc. through all that parameter base we analyze result and then we study about feasibility of our system.

All result retrieve through Trace file that format in case of wireless mobile ad-hoc are following form:

Here we provide sample design of network animation, through that structure we show animated node mobility, communication, radio range and data drop visualization, in that figure we apply colour code scheme for identification of sender and receiver node, and transmit data through intermediate nodes, this tool also called visualization tool. NS-2 is a discrete event simulator because that provide event occurring base output file, after that we analyze result in the form of various network parameter base technique.
V. Data Collection strategy (Primary & Secondary methods)

In our approach we use data collection tool as network simulator -2 that gives the behavior of network and analyses approach for our work. A network simulator is a piece of software or hardware that predicts the behavior of a network, exclusive of an actual network being there. A network simulator is a software program that imitates the working of a computer network. In simulators, the computer network is classically modeled with strategy, traffic etc. and the performance is analyzed. Typically, users can then modify the simulator to fulfill their specific analysis needs. Simulators classically come with support for the most popular protocols in use today, such as WLAN, Wi-Max, UDP, and TCP and MANET protocol like AODV, DSR, and DSDV etc.

VI. Performance Metrics

In our approach for congestion control with load balancing under ad-hoc on demand distance vector routing time we analyze the behaviour through generated data name as trace file, that format briefly explain under sample design topic.

Our proposed work simulated under Network simulator-2 so initially we create own package and inbuilt on the bases of internal structure and provide connectivity in between all package then we compile and produce object file, in second module we produce TCL (tool command script) and generate output file (trace and NAM) for further analysis, we analyze network behaviour on the bases of network parameter as well as congestion control parameter like throughput, congestion percentage decrement, routing overhead, packet delivery ratio and drop analysis.

We have primarily selected the following parameters in order to study the performance of our proposed technique

• The Packet Delivery Ratio is defined as the number of received data packets divided by the number of generated...
data packets (it’s also percentage of data delivery in receiver end).

- End to End delay: It is the occasion taken used for a packet to be transmitted from the source node to the destination node (that measure through micro seconds).
- Average Throughput: It is the average number of messages successfully delivered per unit time i.e. average number of bits delivered per second.
- Routing packets: The total number of routing packets transmitted that is also called routing overhead because number of routing packet broadcast before communication established.
- Dropped Data Packets: - The number of data packets that are not successfully sent to the destination but actual transmitted by sender node.

We also apply number of various extra network parameters and measure the result of our proposed work.

VII. CONCLUSION

Mobile Ad hoc network is dynamic in nature with no centralize control because every node works on temporary bases and frequently changes their location, that is why we can’t predicate that where the actual destination node is and what movement the nodes can take. Some time it may happen that whole data or part of data is not reached at destination on time because of congestion or by other reasons in the network, since it is dropped in the network. So we have a need of such routing protocol that can send the packet from multiple paths by which if part of data is dropped at any hop, it will never cause loss at the end when it is collected since it will reach from other hops in network. The multipath AOMDV protocol has a capability to improve the routing strategy as compare to unipath AODV routing protocol. The performance matrices represent the performance of both the protocols and the routing performance of AOMDV is much better than AODV.
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